Dissertation Abstract:

Problem of the Study:

The issue of citizenship is one of the most temporary renewable old issues what imposes itself when we start to retreat any dimension of the developmental dimensions, especially when we talk about human sense, reform projects and social development. What explains this argument is the interest on the legislative, educational and political levels. Also, there are many arguments of thought have been produced in different countries around the world regarding to the concept of citizenship and its principles, rights and duties and varied according to the diversity of thought principles and political theories.

Due to the importance of the studentship specifically in the transitional period from the teenage to youth we discover that there is a semi- agreement between many of the modern approach in Social& Human sciences concerning the importance of studying student’s issues, values and their impact in their communities, Nevertheless, some confirm that the student consciousness of citizenship values is weak (like: Political participation, National loyalty and accept the other) which may related to many factors like the absence of a clear line in citizenship consciousness concept and its different values.